CODE OF ETHICS
CH. KARNCHANG PUBLIC COMPANY LIMITED

VISION, MISSIONS, CORPORATE AND STRATEGIES
To ensure the Company’s operations achieve the goals and provide the maximum
benefit to stakeholders of all sectors, the Company has thus adopted the operational
guidelines under the policies by adhering to the principles as follows:
VISION
• To be the leader in construction business and the pre-eminent and
comprehensive basic infrastructure developer in the region.
MISSIONS
• Deliver quality work for our customers while committed to creating work that
contributes to the society and country with good returns to our shareholders and
providing fair treatment to all our stakeholders
• Manage our business with professionalism and in accordance with the
guidelines of good Corporate Governance
• Be responsible to the community, society and the country
• Develop human capital and organization on a continuous and consistent basis
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VISION, MISSIONS, CORPORATE AND STRATEGIES
CORPORATE (Q-C-I-S-T)
• Quality of Services
• Customer Satisfaction
• Integrity
• Social and Environmental Responsibilities
• Teamwork
STRATEGIES: SUSTAINABLE GROWTH
• Select projects with good contribution to the society and our country and with
fair business returns
• Manage construction projects under the principles of effective cost
management, timeliness and quality of work
• Build the business synergy in construction business and investment in basic
infrastructure projects that contribute to the country’s development for the
purpose of risk management and increase in long-term returns to shareholders
• Expand to regional market with an emphasis on Southeast Asia
• Develop organizational capacity – human capital and management structure –
to increase the Company’s competitiveness
• Manage and develop advanced technology, including knowledge to ensure the
Company’s comparative advantage
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November 1, 2018
To:

Executives and Staff of CH. Karnchang Public Company Limited
This Code of Ethics, a set of desirable and proper behaviors for executives and

staff, including staff in the affiliated companies of CH. Karnchang Public Company Limited,
was established and written by virtue of the affirmative resolution of the Board of Directors in
its Meeting No. 1/2003 held on February 28, 2003 and is regularly considered, reviewed or
updated at all times in order for the executives and staff to treat the Company, colleagues,
third parties, and society with good awareness, attitude, morality and good relationships. It
will be beneficial for those who have read and earnestly adhered to this Code of Ethics by
bringing such persons happiness, success in life and career forever.
- Signature (Miss Supamas Trivisvavet)
President
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INTRODUCTION
The Code of Ethics is a code of desirable practices to maintain and promote the
prestige and reputation of an organization and its members. This is an absolute necessity
for all organizations to have their own code of ethics so that their members have adopted as
operating guidelines to ensure success and achieve objectives and goals of the
organization.
CH. Karnchang Public Company Limited has written this Code of Ethics which is
aimed to be used as guidelines for good and proper behaviors and practices for adherence
by executives and staff of the Company, including staff in its affiliated companies, to ensure
performance of the assigned duties under the policies with honesty, integrity, and
consciousness, by mainly taking into account the common interests of the Company, major
and minor shareholders, including related persons. In this connection, the Company hopes
that the executives and staff of the Company will perform works by applying their
knowledge, capabilities, experience to ensure that the Company’s business operations
conform to the vision and missions of the Company and also meet the goal in development
of quality of work and life of all staff.
The Code of Ethics and the Code of Business Ethics will be regularly considered,
reviewed or updated to make sure that the guidelines which are committed to following
have been drawn up in good faith, professionally and by higher standards. The Company is
committed to raising its executives and staff’s awareness on playing a part of the Company
with a sense of the Company’s co-ownership and protection of the Company’s reputation.

CH. Karnchang Public Company Limited
November 1, 2018
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CODE OF ETHICS
CH. Karnchang Public Company Limited Code of Ethics comprises:
1.

Management Code of Conduct
1.1

Desirable behavior to the Company:

(1) Perform duties as assigned under legitimate policies and objectives
with integrity, honesty, consciousness in the common interests of the Company, major and
minor shareholders, including related persons, whether they be buyers, sellers, general
public and staff;
(2) Perform duties by employing knowledge, ability, experience, skills in
terms of management to improve the work methods to ensure increased efficiency, keep
pace with current events and business movements, as well as prevent any potential
problems in the future;
(3) Be responsible for their own and subordinates’ work performance,
be cautious to prevent their work performance from causing damage to the operation of
other systems or malfunctioning, and be willing to clarify accurate information relating to
work performance in their capacity;
(4) Keep the Company’s information confidential, monitor and be
cautious to ensure that the Company’s confidential documents or information must not be
disclosed to unauthorized persons, and refrain from use of such information for personal
gain which may cause damage to or discredit the Company;
(5) Safeguard the Company’s benefits, raise staff’s awareness as being
part of the Company, be loyal to the Company with a sense of co-ownership and protect the
Company’s reputation;
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(6) Refrain from any act which will give rise to a conflict of interest
between their own interest and the Company’s interest in contact with counterparties and
third parties;
(7) Ensure that an executive’s holding of a position as director or advisor
in other companies or other business organizations or associates, whether in the name of
the Company or not, shall not cause a direct conflict with interests and performance of duty,
and shall be subject to prior approval of the Company in accordance with the Company’s
regulations;
(8) Notify the Company in writing in the event that any executive and
his/her family member involves in or holds a share in any business which may benefit or
give rise to a conflict of interest with the Company;
(9) Give a prompt notice to the supervisor under the chain of command
to request any guidelines for solution in the event that a conflict of interest occurs due to a
situation at such time without intent of executives and if such persons know that they are in
such situation;
(10) Executives shall not use insider information, particularly material
information which has not yet been publicly disclosed under the law governing securities
and exchange, together with the regulations of the Stock Exchange of Thailand and any
other applicable laws for their own interests or for any third party’s interest, which will have
an effect upon prices or trading of securities of the Company;
(11) Refrain from giving or receiving any item or benefit from
counterparties or persons who are related to the Company’s business, except during
festival or according to custom, in which case, such item or benefit will be at the reasonable
value.
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1.2

Desirable behavior to staff:
(1)

Provide staff with fair returns;

(2)

Treat all staff as valuable resources, with proper recognition and

respect;
(3) Strictly adhere to the work regulations and laws concerning staff, be
generous, kind, fair and listen to reasons for problem-solving;
(4) Give priority to appropriate development of staff’s knowledge and
ability, by providing them opportunities widely and regularly, as well as supporting equal
opportunities for development of staff at all levels;
(5) Take care of the working environment to ensure the safety of life and
property of staff, create a warm working atmosphere, and properly care for staff well-being;
(6) Encourage staff to be aware of their rights, power, duties,
responsibilities towards the Company, and compliance with the disciplines;
(7) Appoint, transfer, reward and punish staff in good faith and based on
knowledge, ability and appropriateness of each staff;
(8) Provide staff with information and news relating to operations and
status of the Company on a regularly basis;
(9) Receive comments and suggestions from staff as guidelines for
improvement of the organization’s operations to ensure greater efficiency;
(10) Avoid any unfair actions which may have an impact on job security
of staff or any actions which may threaten and put pressure on staff;
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(11) Emphasize that staff understand standard Code of Ethics and roles
which staff can perform to promote desirable behavior within the framework of the Code of
Ethics throughout the organization;
(12) Provide staff opportunities to express opinions on or raise objections
to the organization’s operations in violation of laws, rules and regulations;
(13) Provide whistleblowing channels for staff in the event that they are
unfairly treated or provide any clues as to suspicious matters which may be illegal, and
provide systematic and justifiable solution procedures including whistleblower protection
measures.
1.3

Desirable behavior to third parties:
(1)

Fairly treat persons who are related to the Company’s business;

(2)

Ensure equal treatment without any restrictions, special treatment,

(3)

Comply with conditions, framework, rules, traditions and terms under

(4)

Strengthen good relationship.

discrimination;
contracts;

1.4

Desirable behavior to society:

(1) Operate business by taking into account security, safety, duties, and
accountability towards the nation;
(2)

Provide cooperation and support social contribution activities;

(3) Raise awareness of staff at all levels in respect of their duties and
accountability towards society;
(4) Strictly behave and perform any acts subject to laws and regulations
of relevant agencies;
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(5)

Give priority to natural resources and environmental conservation;

(6) Do not facilitate, support or allow being instrumental in any
avoidance of compliance with laws or regulations;
(7) Provide cooperation with regulatory agencies and report on any act
in violation of or failure to comply with laws or regulations to such agencies.
2.

Staff Code of Conduct
2.1

Desirable behavior to the Company:

(1) Realize the significance of works as the Company’s business and
commit themselves to performing their own duties under the specified procedures and
regulations;
(2) Plan for work, set out and analyze goals in performance of duties of
their work units to achieve the objectives of the Company, taking into account morality,
Code of Ethics and cultures of related persons;
(3) Endeavor to work with diligence, integrity, honesty, provide full
cooperation, assistance, coordination, dedication to the Company, improve, correct and
develop works to be efficient in order to ensure the quality of work performance;
(4) Take care of the working environment to ensure the safety of life and
property of staff at all times;
(5) Utilize and maintain assets of the Company to ensure the utmost and
optimal benefits, and refrain from utilization of such assets for personal interest. All staff
shall have duty to be responsible for safeguarding the Company’s assets against loss,
damage, misuse, theft and destruction, with such responsible duty not only covering selfbehaviors of staff, but also covering paying attention to observing security procedures as
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well as staying alert in situations and events which may occur and may cause the
Company’s assets to be damaged, stolen or misused;
(6) Maintain the Company’s confidentiality by monitoring to ensure that
the Company’s confidential documents or information must not be disclosed or released to
unauthorized persons which may cause damage to the Company, and refrain from
providing such documents or information of the Company which should not be disclosed to
third parties, except with permission of the Company;
(7) Refrain from or avoid providing opinion to third parties or mass
media on any matters related to works in respect of which the Company may not yet set out
a clear policy or guideline for such matters, or any other matters which may affect the
Company’s reputation, image and operations;
(8) Refrain from giving or receiving any item or benefit from
counterparties or persons who are related to the Company’s business, except during
festival or according to custom, in which case, such item or benefit will be at the reasonable
value.
2.2

Desirable behavior to colleagues:

(1) Treat colleagues with polite manners and speech, generosity and
good human relations;
(2) Maintain and promote unity, as well as provide cooperation among
colleagues and help each other for the benefit of the Company’s works as a whole;
(3) Comply with supervisors’ lawful advice or orders under the scope of
duties and show respect for supervisors and other senior employees;
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(4) Provide cooperation in and support the performance of supervisors
and provide accurate information to supervisors;
(5) Treat subordinates with fairness, generosity and kindness, provide
advice on good behavior, properly care for their well-being, pay attention to and guide
subordinates to be able to efficiently perform work under their duties by way of knowledge
transfer, promote training, in order to regularly enhance their knowledge and experience;
(6) Avoid disclosing or criticizing other staff’s information or affairs in
relation to both work performance and personal matters in any manner which may cause
damage to such staff or the Company’s overall image;
(7)
2.3

Exercise the right to express opinions politely and properly.

Desirable behavior to third parties:

(1)
with the Company;

Use polite manners and speech to third parties who contact or deal

(2)
generous manners;

Provide facilitation and welcome visitors with polite, willing and

(3) Provide accurate information under the scope of duties, and in case
of any matter outside the authority to clarify, supervisors in the line of command shall be
informed for acknowledgement and taking further actions;
(4) Promote good relationship and understanding with third parties or
visitors with good manners and fairness;
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(5) Receive opinions, suggestions, and comments from any third parties
with willingness, as another channel to improve provision of services at all times;
(6) Avoid receiving assets or any other benefits whose value is more
excessive than that persons of ordinary prudence will give to each other in a gratuitous
manner from any third parties.
2.4

Desirable behavior to society:
(1)

Take part in building and improving society for the public interests;

(2) Promote and comply with good customary practices, traditions,
morality and cultures in a manner persons of ordinary prudence may perform or by common
sense of general public;
(3) Provide cooperation in making social contributions as allowed by
opportunity and readiness;
(4)

Behave well and be a good model of society;

(5) Refrain from taking any actions which will be detrimental to the
environment and society;
(6) Refrain from providing an assistance or support to any activities or
allowing being instrumental in causing damage to the environment, society, by avoiding
compliance with laws or rule, regulations.
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ANNOUNCEMENT
ANTI-CORRUPTION AND BRIBERY POLICY
CH. Karnchang Public Company Limited Group gives priority to
anti-corruption and fraud, as well as supporting and promoting awareness among all of its
personnel concerning anti-corruption and fraud of all kinds. The Board of Directors thus
formulates the anti-corruption and bribery policy and practices to ensure that its personnel
at all levels, including employees, agents/representatives, affiliated companies or any other
persons acting for or on behalf of the legal entity, whether or not such person will have the
authority or duty to do such act, have adhered thereto in their work performance, per the
following details:
Policy:
CH. Karnchang Public Company Limited Group has a commitment to complying
with the anti-corruption and fraud laws in accordance with the Organic Act on Counter
Corruption (No. 3) B.E. 2558 (2015), to which Section 123/5 imposing liability on persons
bribing any governmental officials has been added, as follows:
“Section 123/5 Whoever gives, offers or agrees to give assets or any other benefits
to any state official, foreign state official, or international organization official in order to
induce such person to do, not to do any act, or to delay the doing of any act in a manner of
breach of his/her duty, shall be punished with imprisonment not exceeding five years or a
fine not exceeding Baht One Hundred Thousand, or both.
In the event that the offender under paragraph one is a person related to a legal
entity and commits such offence for the benefit of such legal entity, without such legal
entity’s appropriate internal control measures to prevent the commission of the offence,
such legal entity shall be liable under this Section and shall be punished with a fine from
one times but not exceeding two times the damages incurred or the benefits gained.
A person related to the legal entity under paragraph two shall include an employee,
representative, affiliated company, or any other person acting for or on behalf of the legal
entity, whether or not such person has the authority or duty to do such act.”
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That is to say, any act in violation of such law is deemed illegitimate and contrary to
the compliance policy, in which case, personnel at all levels must oppose and refrain from
such violation.
Practices:
Personnel at all levels of the Company and companies in its Group, including their
employees, agents/representatives, affiliated companies, or any other persons acting for or
on behalf of the legal entity, whether or not such person will have the authority or duty to do
such act, must comply with the practices stipulated herein as follows:
1.
Comply with the anti-corruption and bribery policy, Code of Business Ethics,
including rules, regulations and Articles of Association of the Company, without any
involvement with fraud, corruption of all kinds, whether direct or indirect;
2.
Perform his/her duties with transparency, which also includes that he/she
must be prepared at all times for audit or inspection by the Company or companies in its
Group or relevant authorities;
3.
Do not act in any way that indicates the intention of fraud or corruption,
including offering or accepting any bribe to and from any person who is related to the
Company Group through any matter under his/her responsibility, whether directly or
indirectly, in order to gain benefits to the organization, themselves or related persons;
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4.
Do not neglect or ignore any act of bribery and corruption related to the
Company and companies in its Group, whereby it is deemed a duty of all personnel to
report to their supervisors or responsible persons on such bribery and corruption, as well as
cooperate in any investigation of facts;
5.
Monetary payment or offering of valuable items or services, such as, gift,
entertainment, travel, to any governmental official, foreign governmental official or
international organization official, whether direct or indirect, in order to induce such person
to illegitimately do or omit to do any act, is strictly forbidden, as well as refraining from
encouraging or jointly allowing other persons to commit such act.
- Signature (Dr. Supamas Trivisvavet)
President
As at September 1, 2016
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POLICIES AND GUIDELINES ON ANTI-CORRUPTION
WHISTLEBLOWING AND COMPLAINTS
OF
CH. KARNCHANG PUBLIC COMPANY LIMITED
AND COMPANIES IN ITS GROUP

Revised Version: November 1, 2018
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The Board of Directors of CH. Karnchang Public Company Limited is determined to
operate the business with honesty, integrity, fairness by making a commitment to and
realizing the significance of the business operations with responsibility for society and
stakeholders of all groups in accordance with codes of professional conduct, ethics and
morality, corporate governance; strictly complying with rules, regulations of both public and
private sectors, including desirable work practices of the Company in all activities which are
involved with the business operations; steadfastly denying and fighting against fraud and
corruption of all forms, from both public and private sectors, along with consciousness
raising to ensure that all of its personnel have at all times adhered to the Code of Ethics,
ethics and morality in provision of the services. It is then deemed appropriate to formulate
the “policy and guidelines on anti-corruption” in writing to provide clear guidelines for
practices in the business operations and develop into the sustainable organization, together
with prevention of corruption in all business activities of the Company, and to rest assured
that business decision-making and operations which may carry risks of fraud and corruption
will be circumspectly considered and performed, as follows:
POLICY ON ANTI-CORRUPTION
Definitions under the Policy on Anti-Corruption
“Business operator” means a person or legal entity which sells goods or provides a
service in the business or professional context, such as, a company, a partnership, a joint
venture, etc.
“State agency” means a central administration, regional administration, local
administration, state enterprise under the law governing budgetary procedures, public
organization, independent organization, constitutional organization, court secretariat, state
autonomous university, agency under the command of the parliament or under the
supervision of the parliament, state independent agency, and other agencies as prescribed
in the ministerial regulations.
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“State officer” means a state official, a person holding a political position, a judge of
the Constitutional Court, a person holding a position in an independent organization, and
the National Anti- Corruption Commission (NACC).
“State official” means a government official or a local official holding a position or
receiving a permanent salary, a person performing work in a state agency or state
enterprise, a local administrator, a deputy local administrator, an assistant local
administrator, and a member of a local assembly of a local administrative organization, a
competent official in accordance with the law governing local administration, or other
competent officials as stipulated by the law, and shall include a member of a
board/committee/commission, a member of subcommittee, an employee of a government
agency, state agency or state enterprise, and a person or a group of persons required by
law to exercise the power or to be empowered to exercise the administrative power as
established in the governmental bureaucracy, a state enterprise or other state undertaking,
excluding a person holding a political position, a judge of the Constitutional Court, a person
holding a position in an independent organization, and the National Anti-Corruption
Commission (NACC).
“Director/member” means a director/member of a business operator which
participates in a bid.
“Executive” means a person who is assigned to take responsibility for supervising
and performing activities of a business operator which participates in a bid.
“Staff” means a permanent staff under an employment contract, a probationary staff,
and a staff under a special employment contract.
“Stakeholder” means a person or a group of persons which is affected by the
business operation, both directly and indirectly, or which has any benefits from the business
operation.
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“Corruption” means an abuse of the gained power or a misuse of the acquired asset
to obtain benefits for the Company, for oneself, or for related persons, or which causes
damage to benefits of third parties. Corruption takes varied forms including a bribe,
valuable item, any other items or benefits, a conflict of interest between a private entity and
a state agency and between persons or businesses in a private entity.
“Bribery” means an act of offering, promising or granting, as well as soliciting or
receiving benefit related to a valuable item, directly or indirectly, with an intend to acquire a
business or protect any other benefits which are undue under the Code of Business Ethics.
“Items or any other benefits” means money, assets or any other benefits given to
each other as a gesture of hospitality, rewards or incentives, provision of special privileges,
as well as defraying expenses for travelling or touring, accommodation, meal, or any other
things of similar nature, and whether it would be given in a form of card, ticket or any other
evidence.
Policy on Anti-Corruption
The Company requires that its directors, executives and staff at all levels,
companies in its Group, including employees, representatives, affiliates, or any persons
acting for or in the name of the Company, whether they have authority to do so, shall
perform their duties with honesty, integrity and transparency, and shall refrain from taking
any action to seek any benefit for themselves and for connected persons, as well as strictly
complying with applicable laws and the policy on anti-corruption, not soliciting or acting or
supporting or accepting bribery or corruption in all forms and in all activities which are
under their charge, so as to gain benefit for themselves and for related persons, whether
directly or indirectly, as well as ensuring that control, charitable donations, business gift
giving and support of various activities shall be transparently made without an intent to
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induce any public or private officer to commit any improper act, including business of all
types and all relevant authorities; and also shall support or encourage customers,
counterparties, contractors or subcontractors, stakeholders or other related persons who
make business deal with the Company to ensure that they have guidelines for practices in
the same manner as that of the Company, in order to achieve success in the fight against
corruption under the specified policy.
In this regard, the Company requires that corruption risk assessment in the work process
which may give rise to corruption shall be conducted and implementation of this policy on
anti-corruption shall be inspected, all of which are deemed part of the internal audit plan. In
this connection, the Audit Committee shall review completeness and adequacy of the
process and review the risk assessment in order to ensure adequacy and effectiveness in
anti-corruption measures and report on result of review to the Board of Directors. Moreover,
it requires regular review of the practical guidelines and operational requirements to be in
line with changes in the business, regulations, rules, and provisions of laws.
General Provisions
1.

Comply with the policy on anti-corruption and anti-bribery, the Code of

Business Ethics, including the rules, regulations and Articles of Association of the Company,
without any involvement with fraud and corruption of all kinds, whether direct or indirect;
2.

Perform his/her own duties with transparency, which also includes that

preparations are at all times made for audit or inspection by the Company or companies in
its Group or relevant authorities;
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3.

Do not act in a way that indicates an intention of fraud or corruption,

including offering or accepting any bribe to and from any person who is related to the
Company Group through any matter under his/her responsibility, whether directly or
indirectly, in order to gain benefits for the organization, themselves or related persons;
4.

No directors, executives, staff, together with third parties who are connected

with the Company shall give any bribe, namely, not giving, offering or agreeing to give
assets or any other benefits or inducing any person to join any acts, directly and indirectly,
in exchange for benefit in a bid or bid rigging, to any state agency in order to gain some
advantages and benefits in procurement process or fulfillment of a contract, before, during
the bid and after execution of a procurement contract, or to protect any other benefits which
are undue under the Code of Business Ethics.
5.

Do not neglect or ignore any act of suspicious bribery and corruption which

is related to the Company and companies in its Group, whereby it is deemed that it is all
personnel’s duty to report to their supervisors or responsible persons on such matter and
provide cooperation in investigation of facts;
6.

No directors, executives and staff at all levels receive any gift of value

excessive more than usual under the traditional customs which the general public has
treated each other;
7.

No directors, executives and staff at all levels enter into any transaction with

the Company to gain benefit for themselves and for connected persons, except for a
transaction at a fair market price and in an ordinary course of business;
8.

No directors, executives and staff at all levels who have a conflict of interest

shall jointly consider procurement of the Company;
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9.

Directors, executives and staff at all levels shall have duties and

responsibilities to take care of and utilize the Company’s assets for the Company’s utmost
benefits, not for their own benefit or any other connected person’s benefit;
10.

Monetary payment or offering of valuable items or services, such as, gift,

entertainment, travel, to any state officers, foreign state officials or international organization
officials, whether direct or indirect, in order to induce such person to illegitimately do or omit
to do any act, is strictly forbidden, as well as refraining from encouraging or jointly allowing
other persons to commit such act.
Duties and Responsibilities
1.

The Board of Directors
Consider and approve a policy on risk management system assessment, as well as

setting out guidelines and supporting arrangements to minimize or control risks which may
lead to corruption in all activities of the Company to ensure that staff at all levels of the
Company have understood, become aware and realized the significance of this matter at all
times. In the event that the Audit Committee reports on any act of corruption which has an
effect on the Company, the Board of Directors shall provide advice, suggestions, as well as
considering imposing punishments and jointly finding the solutions, to the Executive Board
and the President in order to prevent recurrence of such corruption or any incident of similar
nature.
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2.

The Audit Committee
2.1

Review the accounting and financial reporting system, the internal control

system, the internal audit system and the risk management system to rest assured that such
systems are accurate, transparent, precise, suitable, modern, efficient and in line with
international standards;
2.2

Receive any whistleblowing/complaint notices on misconduct with which

personnel in the organization are involved, and inspect facts as notified and submit such
matter to the Board of Directors to jointly consider imposing punishment or resolve such
problem.
3.

The Executive Board and the President
3.1

Formulate and review the policy on anti-corruption on a regular basis to

ensure that it properly conforms with changes in the nature of business, rules, regulations or
provisions under laws applicable to the business operations for submission of the same to
the Audit Committee;
3.2

Communicate with, train, and encourage the Company’s staff and related

persons to ensure that they have knowledge relating to the policy and the practices in the
fight against corruption on a regular basis;
3.3

Investigate and assist in all fact-finding procedures as notified or as

assigned by the Audit Committee in case of an occurrence of corruption. In this case, the
Executive Board and the President may assign the management team as they deem
appropriate to assist in the fact-finding mission.
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4.

The Internal Audit Unit
4.1

Fulfill the duty to inspect and review performance of work to ensure

compliance with the annual internal audit plan as considered and approved by the Audit
Committee, whereby a report on internal audit system inspection and risk assessment in
relation to corruption as perceived from the inspection shall be immediately submitted to the
Audit Committee for acknowledgment when such inspected matter may cause a severe
problem if it is not tackled urgently;
4.2

Perform work as assigned by the Audit Committee in regard to investigation

of corruption which is involved with the organization other than the annual internal audit
plan.
Guidelines for Practices under the Policy on Anti-Corruption
Guidelines for Practices relating to a Conflict of Interest
1.

Perform the duties by mainly having regard to the Company’s benefits in

compliance with laws and ethics, with fairness and transparency;
2.

Refrain from involvement with any activity which may give rise to a conflict of

interest with the Company, not engaging in any business in competition with or in the same
nature as that of the Company;
3.

Do not unduly exploit information or any things of which he/she has become

aware from his/her duty and responsibility;
4.

Avoid performing any other work than the Company’s work, which may affect

the work in charge;
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5.

Directors, executives are required to report to the Company on their own

interests and/or related persons’ interests which are related to the Company’s management,
as well as report on their holdings of securities in the Company, whether direct or indirect;
6.

The Board of Directors and executives shall thoroughly consider a conflict of

interest concerning a connected transaction between the Company/subsidiaries/associated
companies, with honesty, integrity, justification and independence based on moral
principles by having regard to the utmost benefits of the Company, and shall duly comply
with the regulations of the Stock Exchange of Thailand and the Office of the Securities and
Exchange Commission, as well as monitoring to ensure accurate and complete information
disclosure on such matter.
Guidelines for Practices relating to Securities Trading and Insider Information
1.

Prepare, keep or disclose insider information properly and accurately in

accordance with provisions of laws by taking into consideration impacts on stakeholders as
a whole;
2.

Do not unduly exploit insider information relating to business operation and

management of which he/she has become aware from his/her own duty to seek benefits for
himself/herself or for other persons;
3.

Directors and executives should refrain from trading securities of the

Company for 21 days prior to disclosure of information concerning annual or quarterly
financial reporting until 24 hours after disclosure of the information to the public;
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4.

Directors, executives and staff shall neither disclose information which has

not yet been disclosed to the public nor trade securities of the Company when he/she has
become aware of such undisclosed information.
Guidelines for Practices in respect of Purchase/Procurement
1.

Purchase/procurement shall be made in accordance with requirements or

procedures specified in the regulations on purchase/procurement and in compliance with
the power to do so, with fair treatment towards related persons; and in a decision-making,
justification in terms of prices, qualities and services as provided must be taken into
consideration, as well as taking into account various standards which goods sellers or
service providers should have, such as, environmental standards, industrial standards, etc.;
2.

No purchasers/procurers shall engage in any business which may constitute

their own benefits by unduly exploiting their positions or duties in purchase/procurement,
whether directly or indirectly;
3.

No information of which he/she becomes aware from purchase/procurement

shall be exploited to gain benefit for oneself or for other persons;
4.

No directors, executives, staff, together with third parties who are connected

with the Company shall give any bribe, namely, not giving, offering or agreeing to give
assets or any other benefits or inducing any person to join any acts, directly and indirectly,
in exchange for benefit in a bid or bid rigging, to any state agency in order to gain some
advantages and benefits in procurement process or fulfillment of a contract, before, during
the bid and after execution of a procurement contract, or to protect any other benefits which
are undue under the Code of Business Ethics. Such corruption takes different forms,
including political assistance, charitable donations in favor of the Company’s business,
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financial support with an aim of gaining an advantage for the Company’s business, and
other expenses which may be a channel which allows related persons to commit fraud or
corruption, for instance, gift fee, customer welcoming fee, thereby leading to misuse of the
power in a such manner as giving a bribe to a state officer, giving a gift or providing a
service, giving cash or an item in lieu of cash, and bid rigging.
Guidelines for Practices towards Governmental Agencies
1.

Strict compliance with applicable laws and regulations is required.

2

Execution of transactions with state agencies, contact with officials shall be

made properly, straightforwardly, not committing any act which may induce any official to
do or omit to do any act.
3.

Making acquaintance or building good relationship between each other may

be made on traditional occasions, according to festivals or traditional customs, if it is within
an appropriate scope to do so.
4.

Support of activities held by governmental agencies, property donations,

may be made only when an accurate and transparent request for approval is made and it is
within a reasonable amount of money.
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Guidelines for Practices in Receiving or Giving a Gift, Asset or any other Benefits which
may build inducement to make a decision
1.

Gift fee means an expense for operating activities of the Company to build

good relationships or on some occasions, it is deemed to express social etiquette. The gift
fee may be in various forms, such as, money, goods, service, voucher, etc. Such expense
may be considered a bribe should it be given with an intent to induce a state officer to
commit an offence against his/her duty.
2.

Do not receive or provide any hospitality, gift/souvenir and other expenses

which are excessive and inappropriate from and to state officers or persons who make
business deal with the Company. In this regard, such receiving or providing the same in a
manner which is made according to traditional customs, traditions, cultures or social
etiquette, is deemed acceptable, but such doing must be justifiable, proper, in line with the
policy, regulations and traditional customs on each occasion, provided that evidence of
expenditure, record of expenditure as actually paid and receipts or certifying evidence must
be kept for subsequent inspection;
3.

Do not solicit or give money, assets, items or any other benefits from and to

any persons related to the business which may lead to influence in making a decision in an
unfair manner or with an intent to induce them to wrongfully do or omit to do any act or in
exchange for undue special privileges.
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Guidelines for Practices relating to Hospitality
1.

Hospitality fee means an expense for operating activities of the Company to

build good relationships or on some occasions, it is deemed to express social etiquette.
Such hospitality fee may include accommodation allowance, travelling allowance for site
visiting or sightseeing, meal and beverage allowance. Such expense may be considered a
bribe should it be given with an intent to induce a state officer to commit an offence against
his/her duty.
2.

No hospitality on each occasion which is of excessive value as stipulated by

law shall be provided to any state agencies or state officers, and no such expense shall be
paid to induce the state officers to commit an offence against his/her duty or make a
decision for the benefit of the Company’s business, provided that actual expenses shall be
recorded and receipts or certifying evidence are also required.
3.

Hospitality fee by business etiquette should be reasonable and actual,

subject to report to and/or request for approval of the Executive Vice President in each line
of command.
4.

Reimbursement of hospitality fee shall not include expenses of family

members of staff.
Guidelines for Practices relating to Facilitation Fee
1.

Facilitation fee means a tiny amount of expense as unofficially paid to a state

officer and paid only to rest assured that the state officer will proceed in accordance with
the process or speed up the process, provided that such process must not be at the state
officer’s discretion and it is legitimate for such state officer to do so. Moreover, the
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Company is legally eligible for the right, for instance, to receive licenses, certificates and
public services, etc.
2.

The Company does not have a policy to pay for facilitation fee. However,

payment for facilitation fee may be made in the event that staff is in a situation which his/her
body is threatened or it is believed that his/her own life is in danger, provided that written
document for such payment shall be required and shall be submitted to the supervisor for
inspection. In this regard, the purpose and nature of such payment shall be accurately
recorded.
Guidelines for Practices in Charitable Donations and Financial Sponsorship
1.

The Company supports charitable donations and financial sponsorship for

development of communities and society to improve the quality of life, build an economy for
and strengthen the communities and society. The charitable donations and financial
sponsorship to charitable organizations or other agencies are subject to process of
consideration and approval of the Board of Directors or authorized person(s) of the
Company, provided that a memorandum of request specifying name of the donated
person/sponsored person and objective of the donation/sponsorship, with which all
supporting documents must be also enclosed, shall be prepared for submission to the
Company’s authorized person(s) for consideration and approval according to the levels of
approval authority of the Company. In such case, there are procedures of inspection,
monitoring, including evidence or reply letters from the financially donated or sponsored
agencies, to ensure that utilization of the money meets the specified objective.
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2.

Sponsorship, a method of public relations for the Company’s business which

is different from charitable donations, may be made in many forms, for instance, provision of
support for cultural, art, educational activities, etc.
3.

Staff shall be careful to ensure that no charitable donations and sponsorship

shall be used as a subterfuge for bribery and charitable donations and sponsorship shall be
transparent and in accordance with applicable laws.
Guidelines for Practices in terms of Political Contribution
1.

Political contribution means provision of monetary or non-monetary support

to political parties, politicians, or political candidates. The non-monetary support shall
include lending or contribution of equipment, provision of technology service free of charge,
together with work-hour devotion of staff.
2.

The Company shall not have any practice in assisting, supporting or

representing any political party in various public activities, whether in a financial form or
others. Furthermore, no other persons shall be given to understand that the Company has
become involved with or aligned with the politics or any political party or any person who
have political authority, whether directly or indirectly.
3.

In the event that the Company intends to make a political contribution for

promotion of the democratic regime of government, such political contribution shall not be
contrary to applicable laws nor made in the expectation of preferential treatment in return.
To do so, a memorandum of request specifying name of the contributed person and
objective of the contribution, with which all supporting documents shall be also enclosed, is
required for submission to the Executive Board for consideration and approval.
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4.

Directors, executives, staff shall lawfully have political rights and liberties.

However, none of them shall do any act which causes the Company to lose its impartiality or
sustain damage from political involvement.
5.

Directors, executives, staff shall neither do any political activity within the

Company nor use any of the Company’s resources for such activity.
Guidelines for Practices in terms of Training and Communication
All executives and staff shall regularly receive training on anti-bribery and anticorruption to raise awareness among them about this policy, particularly in relation to forms
of bribery, risks from involvement in bribery, together with methods of reporting on
perceived or suspicious bribery or corruption. Each staff shall be provided with a copy of
this policy to rest assured that they have become aware of and understand the Company’s
policy on anti-bribery and anti-corruption. In addition, this policy, together with all of
updated information, is made available on the Company’s website at www.chkarnchang.co.th. The Company will also keep staff informed of any material change in
information. This policy training shall be a part of orientation or shall be provided before
each new staff of the Company will assume his/her position.
Whistleblowing/Complaint Channels and Whistleblower/Complainant Protection Measures
The Company has provided whistleblowing channels for reporting on perceived acts
of violence or fraud and corruption by setting out procedures for consideration, as well as
measures to protect and mitigate damage of whistleblowers or complainants in accordance
with the policy on whistleblowing and complaints relating to corrupt act in breach of duty, as
formulated by the Company.
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Punitive Measures
Any persons who commit violation or misconduct under the aforementioned policy
and guidelines for practices shall be subject to disciplinary action in accordance with the
work rules and regulations specified by the Company and also shall be liable for
compensation for damage to the Company or persons who have been affected by such act.
In addition, legal punishment may be imposed on such wrongdoer if such act is illegal.
Policy on Whistleblowing and Complaints relating to Corruption
Based on the corporate governance principles with regard to commitments to
stakeholders, the Board of Directors has approved the policy on whistleblowing and
complaints relating to corrupt act in breach of duty for use as a tool to help the Company to
perceive complaints about violation of laws, the work rules and regulations, and the Code of
Business Ethics of the Company which cause damage to assets and reputation of the
Company, from both internal staff and stakeholders of all groups. The Company has
supported disclosure of information relating to corruption and bribery. Moreover, staff or
persons who are involved with the business can rest assured that they are protected from
reprisals as a result of such information reporting made in good faith. The policy and
guidelines for practices relating to complaints/whistleblowing shall be then formulated, as
follows:
Communication and Disclosure of Information relating to the Policy on
Whistleblowing/Complaints
The management shall communicate with directors, executives, staff or
stakeholders of all groups to ensure that they understand the policy on whistleblowing and
complaints and procedures for consideration, together with whistleblowing/complaint
channels, as well as ensuring that the information relating to the policy on
whistleblowing/complaints shall be disclosed via various channels, namely, Annual Report,
Annual Registration Statement (Form 56-1), and on the website of the Company.
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Whistleblowing/Complaints
1.
Directors, executives, staff or stakeholders of all groups can make
whistleblowing/complaint about perceived violation of the Code of Business Ethics of the
Company with the Chairman of the Audit Committee or agencies in charge or the personnel
department or the supervisors or the President.
2.
Making whistleblowing/complaint requires name-surname and telephone
number of the whistleblower/complainant, factual details, witness, evidence, together with
documentary evidence (if any). In this regard, the Company will keep information of the
whistleblower/complainant confidential if the whistleblower/complainant intends to keep
his/her identity anonymous. In such whistleblowing/complaint, facts or evidence which is
clearly obvious and sufficient to prove the corruption shall be given.
3.
Making whistleblowing/complaints shall be made via the available
whistleblowing/complaint channels, as follows:
3.1 Letter to the Executive Vice President, Human Resource and General
Administration, CH. Karnchang Public Company Limited No. 587, Sutthisarnvinitchai Road,
Ratchadaphisek Subdistrict, Dindaeng District, Bangkok 10400.
3.2 Email to the Executive Vice President: Human Resource and General
Administration at ck.whistleblowing@gmail.com.
3.3

Via complaint box within the Company.

Procedures for Consideration under the Policy on Whistleblowing/Complaints
When a whistleblowing/complaint on suspicious corrupt act in breach of duty from
any directors, executives, staff or stakeholders of all groups, is received, it shall be referred
to the following procedures for consideration:
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1.

The person who receives the whistleblowing/complaint shall collect facts

relating to corruption, violation, or non-compliance with the ethics;
2.
The person who receives the whistleblowing/complaint shall report on facts
to the independent directors to perform duty in investigation of facts for consideration of the
whistleblowing/complaint until completion within 30 days, by dividing relevant matters into
issues in terms of management, development of knowledge, inspection of facts, etc.
3.
As for implementing measures, the person who receives the
whistleblowing/complaint shall propose the independent directors to conduct investigation
of facts and formulate the implementing measures to tackle such violation of or noncompliance with law.
4.
Disciplinary punishment shall be imposed against any persons who violate
or fail to comply with the policy on anti-corruption and the work rules and regulations as the
Company deems appropriate, and damage sustained by the affected person shall be also
mitigated.
5.
As for reporting on result, the person who receives the
whistleblowing/complaint shall have duty to notify the whistleblower/complainant of the
result if the whistleblower/complainant has disclosed his/her identity. In the case of
significant matter, report on result shall be made to the Chairman of the Board of Directors
and/or the Board of Directors for acknowledgement.
Whistleblower/Complainant Protection Measures
1.
Whistleblowers/complainants or persons who provide cooperation in
inspection of facts may choose not to disclose his/her identity if he/she deems that the
identity disclosure will make him/her unsafe or sustain damage. On the other hand, in the
event that he/she discloses his/her identity, the organization will be then able to make
progress report and make clarification on facts to him/her or mitigate damage more
conveniently and rapidly.
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2.
The Company shall not disclose name-surname, address, photo of the
whistleblowers/complainants or persons who provide cooperation in inspection of facts, or
any other information which can identify them, except as required by law.
3.

The person who receives the whistleblowing/complaint shall keep all related

information confidential/have regard to security. The measures to protect staff who makes
whistleblowing/complaints and/or persons who provide information and/or provide
cooperation in inspection of facts have been formulated. In this case, such staff shall be
protected from unfair treatment, for instance, demotion, change of job descriptions, change
of workplace, work suspension, threat, work interference, employment termination, resulting
from such whistleblowing/complaint.
4.

In the event that whistleblowers/complainants and persons providing

cooperation in inspection of facts consider that they may be unsafe or may be in trouble or
sustain damage, they may request the Company to formulate appropriate measures to
protect them or the Company may formulate such protective measures without their request
to do so if the Company deems that such matter has a tendency to cause trouble, damage
or harm.
5.

Proper and fair process shall be taken to mitigate damage for the persons

who become in trouble or sustain damage.
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